Infusion 1.1.1 Release Status

Infusion 1.1 Roadmap

Time line*

- **Clean Up Parade**: July 27 - August 9, 2009
- **Code Testing**: August 10-11, 2009
- **Release Day**: August 12-13, 2009

What's New in Infusion 1.1.1

- This is a maintenance release, so no new features were added

Release Manager TODO checklist:

During Bug Parade

- ✔️ Update <version> tag in pom.xml
- ✔️ Update <currentVersion> tag in project.xml
- ✔️ Update fluid_version variable in build-scripts/build.properties
- ✔️ Update version number of Wiki API page snapshots
- ✔️ Create the Release Status wiki page
- ✔️ Manage updating the README
- ✔️ Manage updating the Wiki
- ✔️ Recruit QA testers
- ![ ] Ensure known issues in JIRA have been marked with the correct fix version for the release
- ![ ] Review the escalated issues (issues outside of Fluid)

During Code Testing

- ![ ] Manage updating the Wiki
- ✔️ Help with code testing
On Release Day

- ☑ Send release e-mail
- Build, test, and release bundles
- Manage updating the Wiki, esp. the Current Release page
- Manage SVN and update code for next Release
- Update JIRA
- add new bundles to website
- update demos to point to latest release
- create release news item

Release Info Feeds

These tables are generated from the Fluid issue tracker and shows an up-to-date view of the current tasks remaining in preparation for this release.

**Remaining Tasks before Release** (0 issues)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>type</th>
<th>key</th>
<th>summary</th>
<th>assignee</th>
<th>reporter</th>
<th>priority</th>
<th>status</th>
<th>resolution</th>
<th>created</th>
<th>updated</th>
<th>due</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

No issues found

⚠️ Unable to locate Jira server for this macro. It may be due to Application Link configuration.

⚠️ Unable to locate Jira server for this macro. It may be due to Application Link configuration.